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RAPIDS YOUTH SOCCER START PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
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About Rapids Youth Soccer A History and Background of Rapids Youth Soccer and Soccer Start



Rapids Youth Soccer is the premier youth soccer



club in Colorado, serving players of all ages and abilities, from preschool to professional.



Rapids Youth Soccer is a nonprofit 501(c)3 organization that serves 4,000 players each season from three to 18-years-old, from beginner to advanced and beyond into professional soccer. Additionally, Rapids Youth Soccer serves another 4,000 players through outreach efforts across Denver, CO. Soccer Start is our club’s program designed to introduce 3- to 5year-olds to the game of soccer through fun and imaginative games. The program is designed to help players become comfortable using



different surfaces of their foot to manipulate the movement of the ball. We use a high energy coaching style to engage this age group because our main objective is that all players have fun. We take great pride in our Soccer Start program and have put a lot of thought into our curriculum and training for this program. We are dedicated to giving our Soccer Start players the best introduction soccer program in order to lay the foundation for player’s to reach their full potential on and off the field.
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Welcome from Rapid’s ED!



AARON NAGEL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR



Thanks for your interest in Rapids Youth Soccer



Rapids Youth Soccer is a powerful organization that provides opportunities for children of all ages and all ability levels. We take great honor in providing an exceptional soccer experience for all children. Soccer provides ample unique benefits to all kids, no matter their age or ability level and an experience they can take with them their entire life. The level of technical expertise on the performance at Rapids Youth Soccer is unmatched by any other club in the state or the country. Know first and foremost that your child is being taught by some of the nation’s best soccer coaches, mentors, and trainers. Your child is supported by a staff of administrators and soccer professionals here to assist you and your family. www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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Welcome from Soccer Start Director



TEDDY HAGEN DIRECTOR OF SOCCER START PROGRAM



A Teaching Soccer Club



My goal as the Director of the Soccer Start Program at the Colorado Rapids Youth Soccer Club is to create an introductory soccer program that is a model for the rest of the country. We have a highly advanced teaching model and methodology that has been adapted to suit the needs of our beginning players at the Club. At this age, we aim for our players to have as much fun as possible while learning the important physical and technical skills needed to continue growing through the game. My goal as the Soccer Start Program Director is to create the best introductory soccer program in the country. We take our highly advanced teaching module and methodology and tailor it to suit the needs of our 3- to 5-year-old players. We aim for our players to have as much fun as possible throughout this program while learning the technical skills need to continue growing through the game. www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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Improvements & Changes Rapids Youth Soccer: Always Striving to Improve



Rapids Youth Soccer is continuously trying to improve our players, coaches, operations, customer service, communication, and organization. While we look forward to increasing our meaningful and productive communication, we’ll also continue to improve the technical experience for all our players. Soccer Start is a key piece in improving our players technical experience. This program will be used to help our players build physical and technical skills, but will also be used to train coaches for the U6-U8 program. This way when players leave the Soccer Start program, they are still receiving trained coaching. We view this as a win-win for our club’s membership. In addition to improving our players and coaches, we will work hard over this next year to improve the non-technical side of your experience with Rapids Youth Soccer, perfecting things such as our communication, our organization, our operations, and our customer service.



Communication



Operations



A large component of any successful youth soccer club is the quality of productive and meaningful communication that the organization can provide to its members. Internally, our operations and administrative staff will work on cleaning up and creating more timely communication you want and need.



Clear and precise operations are critical to the success of any solid youth soccer organization. We’ll be cleaning up both our internal and external operations making it easier for our members to understand what steps they need to make and how they can better support their child’s soccer experience.



Organization



Customer Service



Over the next year, we’ll also be developing and creating processes and policies that will assist our staff internally as well as our members externally in creating the nation’s best youth soccer experience.



We are changing up our administrative processes and bringing on more staff to assist in developing more streamlined communication for our members to receive the customer service experience they deserve.
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What You’ll Find Inside
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An Overview of This Presentation



Overview



Program



Who we are is just as important as what we can provide.



What we offer can sometimes be confusing; we make it clear here.



Our teaching philosophy is hands-down one of the best in the nation, one backed by researched education methods.



We breakdown how our program works and interacts with our staff, where practices are, where games are, and so much more.



Logistics Consistency is key in our program. We want to make sure everyone understand how sessions are run. Learn more information about the teams, fields, and the season overall.



Transition Knowing our transition process is important for parents to stay informed about their expectations. We want you to understand the transition into the U6-U8 program and the differences between that program and Soccer Start.



Rapids Youth Soccer works hard to keep all players, parents, coaches, and members educated so everyone can make as informed decisions as possible. This document is comprehensive, but we are not able to answer every question here. If you do have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact our administrative team to get answers.
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Overview



Introduction to Rapid’s Youth Programing
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Benefits of Rapids Youth Soccer A Short List of the Benefits When Participating with Rapids Youth Soccer



Supported



Curriculum Rapids Youth Soccer uses a tried and true curriculum



We are supported both technically and operationally by



that can be used at all levels of the game of soccer.



Rapids professional coaching and front-office staff.



Direction



Accomplished



The Club has a clear mission and vision that drives the



Rapids Youth Soccer has proven results through the



development process of every player in the club.



development of top college and professional players.



Professional Staff



Experiences



The club features some of the most experienced and



The Club is able to provide on-the-field and off-the



qualified full-time and part-time staff in the country.



field experiences unlike any other in youth sports.



Full Range Programming



Diversity



We offer soccer for recreational and competitive



We serve an attractive mix of in-town neighborhoods.



players from 3-years-old to the professional level.
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Our Mission and Vision Get to Know Rapids Youth Soccer



MISSION We provide an environment where young soccer players from diverse backgrounds are guided and inspired to reach their full potential both on and off the field.



VISION Colorado Rapids Youth Soccer Club is committed to providing the community with a model of quality youth development, education, and inspiration through the sport of soccer.
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The Rapids Way Creating a Culture



What is The Rapids Way? The Rapids Way embodies everything we are and stand for as a soccer club. The Rapids Way is much more than just what we do and how we do it. It encompasses who we are as a Club, from how we handle our administrative details to how coaches instruct players in training to how our players and families conduct themselves on and off the field. The Club’s mission and vision shape a philosophy, methodology, and culture that provide a framework for us to work in these key areas. The Rapids Way is defined by the experience each individual player has from the time they enter the Club to the time they graduate. From a technical perspective, we focus on establishing an individual foundation prior to teaching group actions and tactics. Using the Whole-Part-Whole teaching model we are able to build a Long-Term Development Plan that drives each player’s experiences in the four key pillars of the game: technical, tactical, physical and psycho-social. These individual pieces come together in the form of a distinct style of play that develops in our teams that is consistent from our most inexperienced levels to our elite levels in the Club. The culture we create provides a system of support for all of our young players. We take pride in the professionalism exhibited by our coaching staff, from the way they teach to their demeanor and appearance at sessions and games. Our parents are well informed and respectful on the sidelines, during both games and practices, which in turn creates a fun, safe and enjoyable atmosphere for our players to develop. This is captured in our free-flowing and positive thinking style of play. We have a saying in the Club, “Prepare your child for the path, not the path for your child.” This is the Rapids Way.
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LTD



Long-Term Development Philosophy At the Colorado Rapids Youth Soccer Club, we want to help your player maximize his or her ability by creating an environment and culture for long-term player development. Long-term player development means prioritizing a player’s lifetime soccer experience over short-term accomplishments or challenges. While most clubs take a team-centered approached to development wherein the success of the team supplants the needs of the individual, our player-centered approach allows for the Club to cater to the needs of each individual player as he or she grows in the game. We focus on delivering the main components of the game (technical, tactical, physical and psycho-social) in a method that is appropriate to the age, ability and interest of each individual player. These main components are presented to players through a curriculum that targets specific development objectives over the course of a year. Overall, these objectives will help advance players for the next phase in the development process. A critical component of the player development process is feedback. Each player will have the opportunity to meet with their coach twice per year to review a personal evaluation of their growth and development. This helps the player to understand how to best proceed along their development pathway. Development does not happen in a straight line; it is a cyclical process of education, application, and evaluation.
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Whole-Part-Whole Philosophy The Art of Teaching at Rapids Youth Soccer



The Whole-Part-Whole (WPW) philosophy is a learning model used by the Colorado Rapids Youth Soccer Club to train ageappropriate curriculum aimed at the long-term development of a soccer player. The WPW philosophy was first outlined by Malcolm Knowles in 1973 and is used in many learning situations, both practical and theory based. When added to a well-planned and well-thought out pedagogy, the WPW philosophy will put players in realistic situations, that should always includes decisionmaking elements. When coaching soccer, this can be used in a variety of ways to break down a technique, skill, or tactic. Most commonly the 3-5 year old players are taken from a game with high energy and lots of movement to a game that breaks down what was just taught in a low energy and simple setting. This can be done in many different ways, and helps young players stay engaged throughout the session while learning important technical and physical skills. Players will advance in this coaching philosophy as they progress throughout the club, but each program will break down this philosophy into a developmentally appropriate style for every player. References: Swanson, R.A. & Law, B. (1993). Whole-part-whole learning model. Performance Improvement Quarterly. 6(1), pp 43-53. @coachdanwright. Coachdanwright.blogspot.co.uk
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Rapid’s Player Centered Model Understanding How Great Players are Supported Parents



Rapids Professional



Teammates



Rapids Youth Soccer



Coaches



Player Centered
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Parent Expectations Helping to Develop Positive Sports Parenting



Parents…you also have your own parenting path, and your own process of development as an educator and nurturer of your child’s talents • This is the coaches classroom, allow the coach to create a positive learning environment. At the Colorado Rapids Youth Soccer Club, we want parents to let the coaches coach, but to also help the coach succeed in coaching the players. Our goal is for every player to get the most out of every 50 minute session, and sometimes a coach will need your help to accomplish this goal. • Dress your player in appropriate clothes for the weather at the time of practice. • Please drop and pick up player at the proper times. Please inform your player’s coach if you need to leave during any session. • Players must wear shin guards. Soccer shoes (cleats) are optional. • Bring your player’s water, ball, and training shirt to every session. • Be a role model for your child. Cheer them on with positive reinforcement, and help them listen to and respect their coach. • Help make practice as fun as possible by building a tunnel with other parents on the team after every session.
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Program



Introduction to Soccer Start Programing
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Our Vision for the Soccer Start Program Our Big, Audacious Overview of our Introductory Program



Fun: Engagement and Imagination The number one goal of the Soccer Start program is for players to have as much fun as possible during every session. We train our staff coaches to use a caring, high energy, and knowledgeable style of coaching to engage players at this age. Our curriculum is designed to relate to players at this age through fun and imaginative games that take players on an adventure during the session.



Learning: Quality and Support While players and coaching are having fun, we are also helping every player learn the physical and technical skills needed to grow with the game of soccer. Our curriculum is designed for players to have fun, but to also develop each player’s physical and soccer abilities. We also use this program to train volunteer coaches, so that when players move onto the U6-U8 program they will still be coached by trained coaches who help every player continue to develop their soccer abilities.
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Five Goals of Soccer Start The Rapids Youth Goals for Soccer Start players



FUN: Create a fun and safe experience for all players.



PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT: Help all players with their physical and technical development SOCCER DEVELOPMENT: Foster a passion for being active and playing soccer with all players. COACH TRAINING: Train volunteer coaches to continue coaching the players in the U6-U8 program. COMMUNITY: Introduce and integrate all families and players into our Rapids community www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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Soccer Start Focus



What You Need to Know about Soccer Start Programing



Social Emotional Physical Cognitive Technical



• Seasons: September – November l April - May • Training: Once a week in the Denver metro area. In the evening on Monday-Thursday or on Saturday mornings. • Uniforms: A t-shirt is given to all players at their first session to be worn at all sessions • Off-Season Training: Summer 2017 Soccer Start programing • Coach Training: Parent volunteers are paired with a Staff Coach throughout the program to prepare them to coach a team in the U6-U8 program
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Four Key Areas of Development The Areas of Focus for Your Player



Our Soccer Start program focus on four key areas of development for 3- to 5-year-old players: physical, emotional, cognitive, and social. This program is designed to help players develop in these key areas so that Soccer Start players can build a solid foundation in order to continue to develop in other key areas as they grow on and off the field.



Self-control, running, balance, surroundings,



Involves interaction, imitation, expression,



coordination, confidence, agility, strong bodies



experiences, self-recognition, independence,



Physical



Emotional



Cognitive



Social



Discipline, structure, routines, negative



and empathy



Relationship building, social roles, teamwork,



concepts and actions, imagination, and



self-control, and self-pride



learning skills
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Soccer Start Formula For Success Transforming our Club from the Ground up



Fun



Development



Training



The most important goal of the Soccer Start program is that players have fun and enjoy being at practice. Our coaches are trained to implement our imaginative and engaging curriculum in a caring and high energy style to engage players for the entire session.



While players are playing imaginative and engaging games. They are also developing their physical and technical skills. Our goal is for players to have a solid physical and technical development to continue their love of soccer in the U6-U8 program



In the U6-U8 program, teams are coached by parent volunteers. We use the Soccer Start program to train our amazing parent volunteers in our curriculum and coaching style, so they are ready to coach their players team in the U6-U8 program.
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Stapleton Area Northwest Denver Area Crestmoor and Lowry Area



Aurora Area



OUR LOCATIONS www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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Soccer Start-U10 Timeline The Rapids Youth Soccer Age Progression



U9-U10 Recreational



Manager



Soccer Start 3-5 years old



8-9 years old



U6-U8 teams 5-7 years old



U9-U10 Rec Plus 8-9 years old



U9-U10 Select



Manager



8-9 years old



Premier Training (5-9 year olds) As players exit the Soccer Start program they will be a part of the U6-U8 recreational league. This league provides a fun, safe, and developmentally appropriate soccer environment for 5-8 year olds. Once they reach 8 years old they will transition into the U9U10 program where their team can decide to stay in the recreational league or elect the rec plus program. Select teams are by invitation only and will be explained in more detail to U8 teams and players. Premier Training is a separate, additional training option that individual players can register for to further work on their technical skills. www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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Season Preparation
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Get Registered and Prepared for the Season



Register Online



Equipment



To Register your player for Soccer Start click here.



Every player needs shin guards to participate in the Soccer Start Program. Soccer shoes (Cleats) are recommended for every player but not required to participate in the program. Players need to be dressed in weather appropriate athletic clothes and bring a water bottle for every session A training t-shirt will be provided on the first day of the program and should be worn at every session



During the registration process you’ll be able to identify your preferred park and request friends and coaches.



Register ASAP!



Come to the First Session Prepared www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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Family Fun Every family will receive a weekly email to help them play Soccer Start games with their child. We recommend getting a size 3 soccer ball to play these games with your child. Every spring season, every member of our club receives a ticket to attend a Rapids Home Game. Be on the Look out for more information during the Spring season, so you and your family can enjoy a Rapids Home game.



Tickets and More



Soccer Start Steps to a Great Season What You Need to Know for a Great Season



1



2



3



Find your Desired Park Location



Get Registered



Volunteer to Coach



Rapids Youth Soccer offers locations across Denver and Aurora. Find a program close to home, gather friends, and build a neighborhood team.



Getting registered is quick and easy. During the registration process you’ll be able to identify your preferred park and request friends and coaches.



Soccer Start is a great time to get involved with your child. Many of our older recreational programs require parent volunteer coaches, so take this time to get trained in the Rapids curriculum and educational support system.



4



5



6



Get the Right Equipment The only piece of equipment this program requires is shin guards. Make sure to have weather appropriate sports clothing and water. Cleats are optional. A t-shirt is included with your registration fee.



Wait for Information from Us We’ll be in touch with you about which team your child is on, your team’s schedule, who your coach is, which park you’ll participate at, what to bring, and anything else you need to know to have an amazing season. www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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Show up to the first day



Goals, soccer balls, and all other equipment will be available at the field on your first day. All you need to do is show up and have a great time.
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Season Roles
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Understanding Who Does What



Team provides for the whole season



Rapids Staff provided for the Whole Season



Support Your Player and Child’s Coach



Parent Coach Volunteer



Staff Coach



Parent



Communicate clearly with team



Help Coaches if needed



Lead every practice session with parent volunteer



Cheer and support all players



Support a Staff Coach at every practice session Become prepared to lead a team in the U6-U8 Program Working with coach to communicate with team throughout the season



Arrive at practice location 15 minutes before session begins



Bring your players equipment and water bottle to every session



Check in with players at beginning and endBusiness of practicePlan Get



Dress your player appropriately for the weather at every session



Prepare players and parent volunteers for the U6-U8 Program



Build a tunnel for players to run through after every session
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Rapids Registration Fees Know Where Your Registration Fees are Going Soccer Start $75 Per season



Its important that Rapids Youth members know exactly where their fees are going. It can often be hard to understand where fees go at times, but it is equally important to understand how much work goes in to creating a great experience for all our players. Below is an outline of where your fees go. More detailed information on this will come out on a later date. Rapids Youth Soccer Fees Go To: • Fees to Colorado Soccer Association • Field Costs • Insurance Premiums • Highly Trained Staff Coaches • Ongoing Operations • Non-Coaching Staff Salaries (Administrative, DOCs, Operations) • Equipment



• Scholarships • Soccer Operations (Field Maintenance, Field Lining, Referee Assignors) • Ancillary Expenses (Credit Card Fees, Payroll Taxes) • Ongoing Office Expenses • Savings
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Birth Year



Birth Year Registration Information
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Transition to Birth Year What You Need to Know About the Transition to Birth Year



The change to birth year registration is mandated by the United States Soccer Federation and all youth clubs that want to continue to participate in U.S. Youth Soccer leagues must make the change to birth year calendar years. All clubs were given the option to make the change in fall 2016 or fall 2017. Rapids Youth made the decision to make the change in fall 2016. Birth Year Registration signifies that a player will play in the 2016/2017 season in the age group of the year of their birth. The birth year calendar runs from January 1st through December 31st. For example, if you were born between January 1st and December 31st, 2002, you will play in the 2002 birth year age group, which translates to U15 starting in fall 2016. Starting in the fall 2016, Rapids Youth will register all players based upon their year of birth. Players in the USSF Development Academy (DA) League will not transition to birth year registration until the 2017/2018 season at which time both calendars will align moving forward. Player placement will be addressed through our normal tryout process in late spring. If the coaching staff feels a player would benefit developmentally from playing in the age group above their birth year, that player will have the option to do so. We anticipate more flexibility with the transition to birth year registration with white, blue, gold team rosters. We believe each team and player should be viewed on a case-by-case basis. www.rapidsyouthsoccer.org
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2016/2017 Age Divisions The 2016/2017 Age Group CRYSC Soccer Start-U10



CRYSC, CSA, US Youth Age Groups 2016/2017 Corresponding Age Group



# of Field Players



2013 (Three Years Old by September 1st)



Soccer Start



Modified Games



2012



Soccer Start



Modified Games



2011



U6 (Under 6)



4 versus 4



2010



U7 (Under 7)



4 versus 4



2009



U8 (Under 8)



4 versus 4



2008



U9 (Under 9)



7 versus 7



2007



U10 (Under 10)



7 versus 7
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Our Team



The Great People Behind Rapids Youth
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Meet Our Great Recreational Team Some of Our Great Staff You Will Interact With



Teddy Hagen Soccer Start Program Director



Regan Brown



Erich Bartelt



U6-U8 Program Director



U9-U10 Program Director
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Team Integration



The Benefit of Rapids Youth Integration with Rapids Professional Team We are proud of the hard work between Rapids Youth Soccer, the U.S. Development Academy teams and the Rapids 1st team. This union has been beneficial at all levels, especially for Rapids Youth Soccer, which operates as a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, to have access to additional resources. As a youth club, we offer a range of recreational and competitive programming to meet every player and family’s needs, and we are the only club in Colorado that offers a direct pathway to the highest level of soccer in the United States, from U4 to the Colorado Rapids 1st Team of the MLS. Benefits to Rapids Youth Members: The Colorado Rapids Professional Team are owned by Kroenke Sports & Entertainment, who have interests in Arsenal F.C. (English Premier League), Colorado Avalanche (NHL), Denver Nuggets (NBA), LA Rams (NFL) and other properties. As a youth club we are able to leverage this relationship with the Rapids to provide our members with a professional curriculum, a direct pathway to the highest levels of soccer, and valuable off-the-field opportunities and experiences. On-the-field benefits to our members include access to a highly advanced teaching curriculum and methodology that is tailored to meet the developmental needs of players at all levels. We attract the most experienced and qualified coaches in the country who are tasked with carrying out our developmental mission and vision. Our players also have access to some of the best facilities in the country in Aurora Sports Park and Dick’s Sporting Goods Park, that serve as the classroom for our young soccer players. Off-the-field benefits include access to MLS professional players and staff. Exclusive ticket sales and prices for all MLS home games and special events, such as U.S. Women’s National Team games. Our members also have access to WiFi enabled facilities in our Dick’s Sporting Goods Stadium during training and game times, which serve as a quick work or study space.
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Contact Us
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Contact Us With Any Additional Questions



Address Colorado Rapids Youth Soccer 1001 S Monaco Parkway #210 Denver, CO 80224



Phone & Email Direct Line: +1 303.399.5858 [email protected]
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Social Media Facebook.com/RapidsYouthSoccerClub Twitter.com/RapidsYouthClub Instagram.com/RapidsYouthSoccer
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Apr 17, 2018 - DSL CO-ED. SOCCER. SCHEDULE. Day. Date. Time. School. Location. Tuesday. 3/6/18. 4 pm. HCS @ Oakridge. 19111 Villa Park Rd. Orange, 92869. Wednesday. 3/7/18. 4 pm. HCS @ Anaheim Hills. 5310 E. La Palma. Anaheim Hills, 92807. Wednesday.
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bubble soccer 2016! 

Page 1. BUBBLE SOCCER 2016! Sponsored by the Holliston Athletic Boosters Association. Saturday, May 14, Kamitian Field, Holliston High School. Team Check-in: 12:00â€“12:45 PM | Tournament play begins at 1:00 PM (ending at approximately 4:00). Registr
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OCH Soccer, 2015.pdf 

September 22 Shawnee Mission Christian 4:30 Shawnee, KS. Thurs. September 24 Heartland Christian 4:30 Overland Christian. Tues. September 29 CPRS ...
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2017 TDSL SOCCER TOURNAMENT BRACKET FOR BOYS.pdf ... 

Mar 16, 2017 - Page 1 of 1. 2017 TDSL SOCCER TOURNAMENT BRACKET FOR BOYS.pdf. 2017 TDSL SOCCER TOURNAMENT BRACKET FOR BOYS.pdf.
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Ficha 18 - Soccer 1.pdf 

Soccer is known as football throughout most of the world. In North America, however, the word soccer is. used to avoid confusion with American football as ...
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